The ARM Journal – Within ARM’s Reach

Letter from the Editor

Welcome back to the ASA Appraisal Review & Management newsletter!

This first fiscal year 2019-20 edition of the ARM Journal spotlights expert witness services that are often closely connected with the appraisal review designation. Articles featured in this edition are sourced from Forensic Expert Witness Association (FEWA) and SEAK, The Expert Witness Training Company.

Interested in obtaining your ARM designation?
Have questions on how the ARM designation will help you be a better appraiser?

The ARM classes are ready for you!
Sign up now for the 204 webinar series from ASA in October,
the 201 webinar series from ASA in January,
or the 204 course offered in Houston in February.

If you need to complete the review/application/fee portion, we can help!
Contact our ASA ARM accreditation specialist, Olivia Adams for more information.... because ASA has open ARMs for YOU!

The ARM Journal – Within ARM’s Reach is published quarterly and shares various appraisal review content. This venue provides news articles of noteworthy topics, education, advancements, course offerings and announcements that unite the appraisal review community and span all ASA disciplines, equally.

Consider a contribution and keep innovation and information . . .
Within ARM’s Reach!

Hoping to see you soon,
--Melanie
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